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Abstract
In order to increase perceptual precision the adult brain dynamically combines redundant
information from different senses depending on their reliability. During object size
estimation, for example, visual, auditory and haptic information can be integrated to
increase the precision of the final size estimate. Young children, however, do not integrate
sensory information optimally and instead rely on active touch. Whether this early haptic
dominance is reflected in age-related differences in neural mechanisms and whether it is
driven by changes in bottom-up perceptual or top-down attentional processes has not yet
been investigated. Here, we recorded event-related-potentials from a group of adults and
children aged 5-7 years during an object size perception task using auditory, visual and
haptic information. Multisensory information was presented either congruently (conveying
the same information) or incongruently (conflicting information). No behavioral responses
were required from participants. When haptic size information was available via actively
tapping the objects, response amplitudes in the mid-parietal area were significantly
reduced by information congruency in children but not in adults between 190ms-250ms
and 310ms- 370ms. These findings indicate that during object’s size perception only
children’s brain activity is modulated by active touch supporting a neural maturational shift
from sensory dominance in early childhood to optimal multisensory benefit in adulthood.
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Active touch facilitates object size perception in children but not adults: a multisensory
event related potential study

1. Introduction

Evidence suggests that the integration of multisensory information benefits perception by
providing increased precision and accuracy in a multitude of everyday tasks (e.g. from object
recognition to way finding;

Ernst & Banks, 2002; Landy, Banks, & Knill, 2011).

Contemporary work on the development of this process, however, has shown that children up
until the age of 10-12 years, do not use multisensory information in the same way adults do,
but rather rely dominantly on the sense that is more robust for the task at hand (Adams, 2016;
Gori, Del Viva, Sandini, & Burr, 2008; Nardini, Jones, Bedford, & Braddick, 2008; Petrini,
Remark, Smith, & Nardini, 2014). For example, Gori and colleagues (2008) asked adults and
children aged 5-10 years old children to discriminate between the orientation and size of
objects using either touch, vision, or both at the same time. They found that, while adults
integrated haptic and visual information in a statistically optimal fashion, children focused
predominantly on one sense while almost completely ignoring information from the other one
(Gori et al., 2008). That is, during orientation discrimination children focused mostly on vision
while size discrimination was dominated by the active touch percept. This haptic dominance
during size discrimination has further been replicated using auditory and haptic cues (Petrini
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the reasons for the late development of adult-like multisensory
integration and the long persistence of haptic dominance in childhood is poorly understood.
Understanding how the temporal processing of ecologically relevant information changes
throughout childhood can provide insights into the extent to which multisensory perceptual
mechanisms rely on top-down attentional control or the developmental maturation of low-level
perceptual neural properties.
Up to now, few studies have examined the neural mechanisms of multisensory processing
during development (e.g. Brandwein et al., 2011; Brett-Green, Miller, Gavin, & Davies, 2008;
Johannsen & Röder, 2014) and fewer still have focused on somatosensory-auditory integration
(Brett-Green et al., 2008). For example, using an event related potential (ERP) paradigm,
Brandwein et al (2011) investigated the developmental trajectory of neural processing of audiovisual information in children aged 7-16 years old. They found that, behaviourally, children’s
levels of integration gradually changed and reached mature levels at around 15 years of age,
while the neural correlates for this integration could already be detected at around 10-11 years

old. A systematic relationship between age and the brain processes underlying audio-visual
integration was revealed in the auditory N1 ERP component (~120 ms), with audio-visual peak
amplitude changing from being more positive than the sum of visual and auditory amplitudes
in 7-9 year-olds to being more negative than the sum of the visual and auditory amplitude in
adults. In contrast, Brett-Green et al. (2008) found somatosensory-auditory integration effects
in the signal amplitude of the P1-N1-P2 ERP complex in children aged 6-13 years old, similar
to what has previously been reported in adults (Foxe et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2005). In their
sample they did, however, not differentiate between age-groups of children, thus leaving
unclear whether there were developmental changes between 6 and 13 years old.
These developmental studies, as well as the few auditory-somatosensory studies in adults,
suggest that the neurophysiological benefit driven by multisensory integration can be detected
already at early stages of sensory processing (<150ms), which is characteristic of low-level or
bottom-up mechanisms (De Meo, Murray, Clarke, & Matusz, 2015). This evidence, however,
has been obtained in either audio-visual studies (e.g. Brandwein et al., 2011; De Meo et al.,
2015) or studies using passive tactile stimuli (e.g. Brett-Green et al., 2008; Foxe et al., 2000;
Sperdin, Cappe, Foxe, & Murray, 2009) so it is yet to be examined at which processing stage
haptic dominance arises. Indeed, active touch requires cognitive control and attentional
resources due to its goal-directed nature (De Meo et al., 2015) and thus could be largely
influenced by top-down processes and detectable only at a later stage of processing.
Given the consistent results showing a dominance of active touch over both sound and vision
during object size discrimination in childhood (Gori et al., 2008; Petrini et al., 2014), this study
focuses on the mechanisms of haptic dominance using an ERP paradigm to measure sensory
processing. Our investigation focuses specifically on mid-parietal regions because this area is
known to play an important role in the integration of multisensory information. Previous
findings have shown that both children and adults exhibit differences in the P1-N1-P2
components between simultaneous auditory-somatosensory responses and summed unisensory
responses in midline and central/post-central scalp regions (Brett-Green et al., 2008; Foxe et
al., 2000; Murray et al., 2005). Furthermore, consistent developmental differences in
topographical parietal regions in ERP multisensory studies have previously been shown
(Brandwein et al., 2011; Johannsen & Röder, 2014). These consistent developmental
differences over parietal channels may indicate a critical role of the IPS, which has been
identified as one of the areas classically associated with multisensory processing of tactile,

auditory and visual information (e.g. Ben Hamed, Duhamel, Bremmer, & Graf, 2001; Saito,
Okada, Morita, Yonekura, & Sadato, 2003; Stilla & Sathian, 2008).
To detect the modulatory effect of active touch on object size perception, we adapted the task
of Petrini et al. (2014) and presented two balls of different size in either audio-only, audiovisual, or audio-visual-haptic condition while manipulating the congruency between these
different sensory modalities. That is, we used multisensory incongruency as an indicator of
object size consistency among the senses and predicted that children would show a larger
difference in ERP amplitude than adults for congruent and incongruent haptic information,
given children’s higher reliance on active touch. We expected to find a larger effect of haptic
congruency in children when compared to adults given the commonly found effect of
multisensory integration (e.g. Brandwein et al., 2011; Brett-Green et al., 2008; Foxe et al.,
2000; Murray et al., 2005). We further hypothesized that we would find a differential activation
in the N2 component, given that our paradigm introduced a multisensory conflict, which has
repeatedly been shown to modulate this component in adults (Forster & Pavone, 2008; Gu,
Mai, & Luo, 2013; Lindström, Paavilainen, Kujala, & Tervaniemi, 2012; Lu, Ho, Sun,
Johnson, & Thompson, 2016).

2. Results

Figure 1 shows the grand average ERPs for audio, audio-visual and audio-visual-haptic
conditions for mid-parietal channels (61, 62, 67, 72, 77, 78). Children showed overall higher
responses than adults. Difference waves between responses to congruent and incongruent
stimuli were calculated for both, adults and children (see left panels in Figure 2). Please see
the supplemental material for a component-based analysis returning similar results.

Figure 1. Grand average event related potentials (ERPs) for auditory (black), audiovisual (blue) and
audio-visual-haptic (red) conditions, at midline-parietal channels for adults (top three panels) and
children (bottom three panels). Time 0 represents the onset of the auditory stimulus. Shaded error bands
around the means represent the standard error. Note that the response to the auditory stimulus is plotted
in both, the congruent and incongruent response plots to serve as a reference.

ERP difference waves based on comparison between congruent and incongruent trials showed
a significant deviation from 0 for latencies between 190ms-250ms (p < .05 for 16 consecutive
time points) and 310ms-370ms (p < .05 for 16 consecutive time points). However, this was
only true for children in the audio-visual-haptic condition and not for the audio-visual
condition, or for adults (see Figure 2). Scalp topography plots show activity to audio-visualhaptic stimulus presentation occurred primarily in posterior areas.

Figure 2. Difference waves for the audio-visual and audio-visual-haptic conditions for adults (top
panel) and children (lower panel). Time windows for which significant deviations from 0 exist in the
audio-visual haptic condition are shaded in grey. Scalp topographies are displayed for the mean activity
at mid-latency of the two time windows that were identified (190ms-250ms, 310ms-370ms) for both
age groups.

3. Discussion

Combining different senses can reduce uncertainty in everyday tasks and thus improve our
precision. Whilst adults can integrate different sensory information optimally by weighting it
based on the reliability of each sensory modality, children younger than 8 years generally do
not behave optimally. For example, children do not integrate active touch with either sound or
vision optimally when perceiving and judging objects’ sizes, but show a strong dominance of
the haptic information (Gori et al., 2008; Petrini et al., 2014). Whereas previous studies have
examined the development of multisensory integration in childhood using electrophysiological
methods and passive tactile stimulation (e.g. Brandwein et al., 2011; Brett-Green et al., 2008),
it is not yet known how sensory dominance of active touch is reflected in neurophysiological
differences between young children and adults. Furthermore, whilst evidence suggests that
supra- or super-additive multisensory integration can occur already at early stages of
processing (<150ms; e.g. Brett-Green et al., 2008; De Meo et al., 2015; Foxe et al., 2000;
Sperdin et al., 2009), it is unknown whether sensory dominance arises at such early stages of
processing as well.
Our results revealed a reduction in amplitude during time windows that are temporally aligned
with the N2 (190ms-250ms) and the P3b (310ms-370ms) component in mid-parietal regions
for children but not for adults. However, this was only the case when haptic congruent
information about the object size was available. Interestingly, this reduction in amplitude was
not evident when congruent auditory and visual information were presented alone.
We predicted a modulation of the N2 component based on several EEG/ERP studies reporting
its sensitivity towards multisensory conflict. For example, response amplitudes to multisensory
stimuli that were incongruent in spatial location, temporal synchrony, direction of movement,
or emotional content have been found to be larger with respect to congruent pairings (Forster
& Pavone, 2008; Gu et al., 2013; Lindström et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2016; Nieuwenhuis et al.,
2003). The findings of the current study confirm this directionality of amplitude modulation as
children showed a larger amplitude in the audio-visual-haptic incongruent than congruent
condition in a time window and channel region that are consistent with the N2 component.
Neural processing changes in the parietal region in children may indicate a critical role of the
intraparietal sulcus (IPS), which has been consistently associated with multisensory processing
(Bolognini & Maravita, 2007; Kamke, Vieth, Cottrell, & Mattingley, 2012; Sereno & Huang,
2014). Furthermore, the IPS has been shown to play a crucial role in global object perception

(Amedi, von Kriegstein, van Atteveldt, Beauchamp, & Naumer, 2005; Bodegård, Geyer,
Grefkes, Zilles, & Roland, 2001; Faillenot, Decety, & Jeannerod, 1999; Roland, O’Sullivan,
& Kawashima, 1998; Sathian et al., 2011) and the on-line adjustment of monitoring and
adjusting grasping movements to object size (Glover, Miall, & Rushworth, 2005). However,
we cannot be sure about the exact generators, which should be investigated in a future study
with a larger sample size.
In contrast to children, adults did not show a congruency-dependent modulation of the N2.
This result may indicate that children younger than 8 years have a higher sensitivity to
multisensory conflict when active touch is involved as compared to adults. The reason why
adults do not show such modulation may result from a stronger weighting of auditory
information when judging object size that is reflected by a significantly higher precision in
sound discrimination (Petrini et al., 2014). As shown in previous studies assessing attentional
modulation of cross-modal interactions in adults, touch, in comparison to vision or audition,
possesses a special role because it can be decoupled from the other senses (Eimer, Van Velzen,
& Driver, 2002). That is, while auditory and visual cueing influence sensory processing in the
respective other sense, touch does not bias sensory processing in either visual (Eimer & Driver,
2000) nor auditory (Eimer et al., 2002) attended cues. Hence, as the ability to use sound is
greater in adults than children when estimating object size, adults may have ignored or
decoupled haptic information while children may have been unable to ignore such information.
This is also supported by research showing that children are often unable to ignore irrelevant
sensory information (Innes-Brown et al., 2011; Petrini, Jones, Smith, & Nardini, 2015).
We further found a significant difference between responses to congruent and incongruent
stimuli in children in the audio-visual-haptic condition during a later time window (310ms370ms) that we did not predict. The latencies and parietal distribution response difference are
associated with the conflict-sensitive P3b, a subcomponent of the P300 component (Polich,
2004). This subcomponent has been shown to be involved in memory processing (Polich,
2007) and visuo-motor learning (Morgan, Luu, & Tucker, 2016). It has further been shown to
be modulated by levels of expertise (Morgan et al., 2016) which could explain why, in the
present study, we found differences between children and adults in this component.
Contrary to our expectation, we did not find any age-related modulation of the N1 when active
touch was involved. This suggests that haptic dominance in children does not arise at earlier

stages (<150ms) of processing but rather at later stages (De Meo et al., 2015) and might
therefore be modulated by top-down processes. This difference between our results and those
of studies reporting earlier occurrences of somatosensory-auditory integration (e.g. BrettGreen et al., 2008; Foxe et al., 2000; Sperdin et al., 2009) may be explained by the use of active
touch instead of passive tactile stimulation. Given that active touch is usually goal-directed and
thus requires motor planning and attentional control, latency differences between
somatosensory and haptic information processing would not be surprising. Therefore, this later
influence of haptic dominance on sensory processing may not be generalizable to other
multisensory dominance processes that do not involve goal-directed actions. ERP
developmental studies of action monitoring and cognitive control do show a modulation of N2
component for congruent and incongruent stimuli (e.g. Ladouceur, Dahl, Carter, 2004, 2007;
Buss et al., 2011) similarly to our study, with incongruent stimuli inducing a larger N2 response
than congruent stimuli. However, these studies show an increase in N2 or N2 difference waves
response with age rather than a decrease in this component as we have shown here. Hence, our
results cannot be fully explained by age-related changes in cognitive control or action
monitoring. A possible explanation of why our results differ from those of the aforementioned
studies is that our participants did not performed a task as we did not want to assess the effect
of error monitoring performance in children and adults (e.g. Ladouceur, Dahl, Carter, 2004,
2007; Buss et ah, 2011) but rather the age-related effect of active touch on object perception.
Future research could further examine whether the involvement of top-down control over
sensory dominance is essential or whether sensory dominance as assessed with passive
multisensory stimulation is a purely perceptual mechanism.
Our results are in agreement with the few multisensory developmental studies using
neurophysiological measures that show a change in multisensory processing from early
childhood to adulthood. In the study by Brandwein and colleagues (2011), a clear
developmental change in response amplitude was shown within a time window ~100ms140ms as well as in the parietal region between 190ms and 240ms (see Figure 9 in Brandwein
et al. 2011). The amplitude of the audio-visual response was less negative than the sum of the
auditory and visual responses in younger children (7-9-year-old), had the same level of
negativity for the 10-12-year-old children, and became more negative than the auditory and
visual sum for the older groups (13-16-year-old children and adults). This prolonged maturation
of adult-like multisensory processing during childhood appears to be led by a prioritization of

the unisensory process (Neil, Chee-Ruiter, Scheier, Lewkowicz, & Shimojo, 2006; Stein,
Labos, & Kruger, 1973; Stein & Meredith, 1993; Wallace & Stein, 2001), which is not
surprising given the many physical and physiological changes occurring in this developmental
period (e.g. changes in structural and functional brain organization, physical changes in hand
and body size, and maturation of the auditory cortex; Moore & Linthicum, 2007; Paus, 2005;
Ponton, Eggermont, Kwong, & Don, 2000; Steinberg, 2005). In other words, before adult-like
multisensory integration can be fully achieved, the individual senses need to stabilize through
a cross-calibration process requiring the most reliable sense to teach the less reliable sense to
accurately process the perceptual properties of objects in the environment (Gori et al., 2008).
In the current study, we support this view by showing that in children, in contrast to adults,
haptic information (known to dominate children’s object size perception by calibrating vision
and auditory information for object size judgment; Gori et al., 2008; Petrini et al., 2014)
modulates the brain response elicited by the visual and auditory information. Our support to
the cross-calibration hypothesis (Gori et al., 2008), however, seem to sit in contrast to recent
findings showing a lack of motorsensory recalibration in children aged 8-11 years (Vercillo et
al., 2014). While the development of recalibration (shift after adaptation to sensory
asynchrony) and cross-calibration are probably linked, they are not the same mechanism as
cross-calibration as discussed in our paper is a process by which the most robust sense for one
task teaches the other senses so that accurate perception can be achieved. In Vercillo’s et al.,
(2014) study children did not show motorsensory recalibration probably because children have
been shown by several studies to have lower sensitivity to multisensory asynchrony (i.e. bigger
temporal integration/binding window: e.g. Stanley et al., 2019; Hillock-Dunn & Wallace,
2012; Hillock, Powers, & Wallace, 2011), that is, children, compared to adults, keep perceiving
synchrony for larger delays between the senses and consequently may not recalibrate because
they do not perceive the delay. In our study there was no motorsensory asynchrony, the only
manipulation was in sensory congruency, which has been shown to affect children’s as well as
adults’ performance (Petrini et al., 2014) of the same age tested in our study. Hence, while
children may gain from cross-calibration, i.e. gain from the inclusion of the most robust sense
for the task when perceiving an object, they may not recalibrate due to their lower sensitivity
to asynchrony.
An alternative explanation of the age-related effect found here could refer to the mere
differences in number of sensory cues in the audio-visual and audio-visual-haptic conditions,
i.e. one condition has two sensory cues while the other has three. However, it is difficult to

explain these findings based merely on the number of senses involved given that in adults the
trimodal and bimodal conditions give rise to the same ERP results. This lack of difference
between trimodal and bimodal conditions in the current study for the adult group stands in
contrast to evidence showing that in adults trimodal conditions generate a multisensory
advantage when compared to bimodal and unimodal conditions (e.g. Diederich & Colonius,
2004) . Moreover, the effect is specific to the N2 component in children. If the number of
senses was the main driver of the findings then it is unclear why both the audio-visual and
audio-visual-haptic condition led to a decrease in amplitude for earlier components in children,
despite the different number of cues (see supplemental material). Thus, the dominance of
haptic information for size perception in childhood appears to be a more plausible explanation
for the findings. Nevertheless, future neurophysiological studies with adult participants could
compare different bimodal combinations (audio-visual, audio-haptic, and visual-haptic) to a
more naturalistic, multimodal (here trimodal) setting (e.g. audio-visual-haptic).
Despite our best efforts to match the visual information in AV and AVH these two visual
conditions were not exactly the same. The only way they could have been matched perfectly
while still keeping the task realistic (i.e. rather than using recorded videos for AV condition)
was through immersive virtual reality. Unfortunately using the EEG cap with the head mounted
display would have been problematic and would have added more noise to the data. However,
given the progress made to integrate these technologies in recent years (e.g. Ehinger et al.,
2014) it should be possible to overcome this limitation in future studies using a similar
paradigm. Nevertheless, the component-based analysis in the supplemental material does show
similar results for AV and AVH in P2 which point to a similarity in processing of the two
conditions. Finally, although the number of retained trials per participant was low, a recent
paper has shown that the internal consistency of event-related potentials associated with
cognitive control in N2 and P3 can be achieved after 14-20 trials (Rietdijk et al., 2014). This
together with the fact that both the component-based and difference waves analysis returned
the same results indicate that our results are reliable despite the low number of trials.

Conclusion
Based on behavioural evidence it has been established that young children do not integrate
active touch with either sound or vision when perceiving and judging objects’ size but rather

show a strong dominance of the haptic information (Gori et al., 2008; Petrini et al., 2014). To
the best of our knowledge, however, the underlying changes in brain activity that may reflect
this haptic dominance in early childhood have not been previously documented. Here, we used
electrophysiology to examine the difference in brain processes between young children and
adults when using active touch to perceive and judge objects’ size. Our ERP data show a
modulation of the neural response during two distinct time-windows that are aligned with the
conflict-sensitive N2 and P3b components. These, however, are only showing in response to
haptic in/congruent information in children, but not adults. This result is consistent with the
behavioral data showing overreliance of children on haptic information aimed at facilitating
the cross-sensory calibration needed to achieve an adult-like multisensory mechanism of object
perception. This study is the first to use active touch in an ERP study to assess sensory
dominance in young children and its results are an important benchmark against which to
assess the development of this sensory developmental stage in different clinical and sensory
impaired populations with known atypical multisensory processing (e.g. autism, schizophrenia,
and individuals with visual, hearing, or motor impairments).

Methods
4.1

Participants

10 children aged between 5 and 7 years (M = 6, SD = 0.82; 4 female) and 10 adults aged
between 20 and 31 years (M= 23.9, SD = 3.57; 6 female) participated. The age range for the
recruited children was based on the behavioral evidence that children younger than 8 years do
not integrate haptic information with either vision and sound but instead show a strong
dominance of the haptic information when perceiving and judging object size (Gori et al., 2008;
Petrini et al., 2014). The number of participants is similar to the previous developmental ERP
study using passive tactile stimulation to investigate somatosensory-auditory integration
(Brett-Green et al., 2008). There was one left handed person in the adult group and two in the
group of children as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). The
remaining participants were either ambidextrous with a preference for using the right hand or
fully right-handed. Ethics permission was granted by the UCL Great Ormond Street Institute
of Child Health Research ethics committee (02CN01).

4.2. Stimuli
Visual and haptic stimuli were two wooden balls (see Figure IS in the supplemental material),
a big ball (57mm diameter) and a small ball (41mm diameter). The corresponding sound
amplitude for the big ball was 79dB and for the small ball was 71dB. The stimuli for the visual,
haptic and auditory modalities were selected from a set of balls and corresponding sounds
previously used and tested by Petrini et al. (2014). The two ball and corresponding sound sizes
used here were at the ends of the range used in Petrini et al. (2014) and were easily perceived
as different in size by two separate samples of children and adults of the same age of the
participants taking part to this study (see Figure 2 in Petrini et al., 2014). The reason for
selecting two balls and sounds that could be easily differentiated based on size (i.e. through
differences in height for touch and loudness for sound) is so that we could be sure all
participants perceived the difference in size with touch and sound without the need of asking
for behavioral responses. We opt not to ask for behavioral responses based on a relevant
previous developmental study examining the integration of somatosensory and sound
information (Brett-Green et al., 2008). Sound recordings lasted for 66ms.

4.3. Procedure
Participants were seated comfortably and asked to rest their dominant hand on a
rectangular (5cm deep) semi-soft foam surface, covering a (Touch ProE-X, Keytech Inc
Magic, Texas, USA) touch screen, positioned before them on a table. A speaker (Logitech,
Lausanne, Switzerland) was positioned directly below the touch screen, underneath the table,
hidden from view (see Figure 3). Randomization of condition order and stimuli presentation
were controlled using Matlab (Version R2014a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) and the
Psychophysics toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997), on a Dell
computer running Windows XP Service Pack 3 (Microsoft Inc., NW).

Figure 3. Sketch of the experimental setup and the three conditions. Upper panel shows the
experimenter (left) and participant (right) interacting with the stimuli in the audio-visual- haptic
condition. Here, the participant was tapping the wooden ball while looking at it. A sound was played
in response to the tap from a speaker positioned out of view from right underneath the setup. Lower
panel shows a sketch of the three conditions including the participant listening to the sound alone
(audio), listening to the sound while observing the experimenter tapping the ball (audio-visual), and
the sound paired with seeing and tapping the ball themselves (audio-visual-haptic)

Before the experiment started participants were shown the two balls and they all easily
identified the smaller and bigger ball. Participants completed five blocks (see Table 1) of 48
trials with a short break after each set of 6 trials. The trials were started manually as in Petrini
et al. (2014). That means that the time between trials was variable. We used unpredictable
interval to minimise expectation effects as suggested by Woodman (2010) to avoid that the
alpha-wave activity of participants became phase locked with the stimulus presentation rate.
Also, we triggered the onset of the next trial manually to ensure that all participants were
paying attention when the stimulus was presented. During the experiment, participants were
asked to look at a square hole that had been cut in the middle of the rectangular foam surface
on which their hand was rested. The experimenter monitored the participant’s attention by

making sure that participants kept looking at the square hole at all time during the block. The
experimenter (but not the participant) was able to look at changes in looking behavior thanks
to a video recording of the participant shown on the computer. During ‘audio’ blocks,
participants were asked to listen to the ball sounds that were triggered by the experimenter
pressing a mouse button. Here, the only information about object size that participants received
was auditory (either the sound of the small ball or of the big ball). During ‘audio-visual’ blocks,
the experimenter placed one of the wooden balls within the square hole, and participants were
asked to observe the experimenter tap the ball. The tap elicited pressure on the touch screen
which triggered the sound to be played back instantaneously. During ‘audio-visual-haptic’
blocks, the experimenter placed the ball inside the square hole and asked the participant to tap
the ball themselves. Thereby, participants were instructed to keep their hand straight and flat
during the tapping movement in order to minimize any effects that might result from
differences in hand sizes between adults and children (as in Petrini et al., 2014). That is, as
adults have larger hands, curving the hand would allow them to assess more information than
children. Keeping the hand straight and flat was supposed to control for such differences. Once
the ball was tapped and pressure was sensed on the touch screen, the sound recording was
played. This sound was either congruent (e.g. 41mm ball and 71dB sound) or incongruent (e.g.
41mm ball and 79dB sound) with the size information delivered by haptic and visual
modalities. The visual information (the visible action of tapping the ball) was kept as similar
as possible in the audio-visual and audio-visual-haptic condition by positioning the
experimenter on the same side of the arm used by the participant. A thin 1cm layer of soft foam
was inserted between the thick layer of foam and the touch screen positioned underneath to
eliminate any impact sound between the wooden balls and the hard surface of the touch screen).
The visual stimulation persisted longer than the sound of the ball hitting the surface.
Participants were instructed to close their eyes while the experimenter was positioning the ball
in the square hole of the soft foam surface. Participants were then allowed to look at the ball
and either tap it themselves (audio-visual-haptic condition) or observe the experimenter
tapping the ball (audio-visual condition). The sound was triggered by the haptic tap without
time delays.

Table 1. Experimental design
Block

Person tapping

Ball tapped

Auditory Stimuli

Audio

None

None

small, big

Audio-visual

Experimenter

Small

small, big (congruent/incongruent)

Audio-visual-haptic

Participant

Small

small, big (congruent/incongruent)

Audio-visual

Experimenter

Big

small, big, (incongruent/congruent)

Audio-visual-haptic

Participant

Big

small, big (incongruent/congruent)

4.2 Data acquisition

The EEG was recorded using a GES 200 high-density, high-impedance recording
system, a NetAmps 200 amplifier and HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Nets with 128 channels
(Electrical Geodesics Inc., OR). Recordings were obtained using NetStation software V4.1.2
(Electrical Geodesics Inc., OR) on an Apple Macintosh PowerPC G4 running Mac OS 10.3.9.
The sample frequency was set to 250Hz. A vertex reference was used for recording.
The amplifier was calibrated and impedances were measured before each recording.
Channels with impedance higher than 501<Ω were checked for good contact with the scalp
and adjusted where necessary. An event code was sent to NetStation via Matlab whenever an
auditory stimulus was triggered.

4.5 EEG Processing and Analysis

Due to an error during recording (a failed communication between NetStation and
Matlab), the EEG was not recorded for trials in which the big ball was tapped (the data for
these trials were not saved), therefore only the EEG for trials in which the small ball was tapped
with either the small ball (congruent condition) or big ball (incongruent condition) sound were
included in the analyses. Not including the data for the tapped big ball did not affect the data
for the tapped small ball as these two conditions were carried out separately. The EEG signal
was filtered off-line using a 0.1Hz high-pass filter and 30Hz low-pass filter. The ERP is
dominated by lower EEG frequencies. Higher frequencies are less relevant for the ERP and
may be contaminated by high frequency noise, such as muscle artefacts. A low-pass filter at

30Hz is therefore routinely applied across many studies. The high-pass filter was applied to
remove low-frequency drift associated with electrode shearing or drying, and 0.1 Hz is what
is recommended when testing children (Acunzo et al., 2012). Channels with weak correlation
(r < 0.3) to neighboring channels were removed. Timing tests indicated a 24ms delay between
stimulus trigger (haptic tap) and sound presentation. ERPs were time-locked to the sound. This
delay was systematically adjusted for every logged event presentation. EEG recordings were
then segmented into 650ms epochs, starting at -50ms before the trigger until 600ms following
the trigger. For each segment, channels with a peak-to-peak amplitude larger than 80μν were
replaced using spherical interpolation of neighboring channel values using EEGLAB vl3.2.1
functions. The spherical interpolation is the recommended and default approach to replace
noisy electrodes in EEGLAB. This method provides the most accurate interpolation for highdensity EEG (Perrin et al. 1989). Any segments for which 30% of all channels exceeded 100μν
were excluded. The EEG was re-referenced to the average reference, with eye channels being
excluded. Baseline correction was applied for a short temporal window of 10ms-20ms poststimulus. This temporal window was chosen in order to avoid incorporating movement
artifacts that result from arm movements during the audio-visual-haptic condition into the
baseline correction and is in line with previous research investigating multisensory integration
of audio-somatosensory stimuli (Foxe et al., 2000). Segmented trials were submitted to an
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). A kurtosis threshold of 3 was used to detect
unusually peaky activity distributions which are likely to represent artifacts (Delorme,
Sejnowski, & Makeig, 2007), and were consequently removed. Following artifact rejection,
an average was computed for each participant for each condition. Children retained, on
average, 12 audio-big, 18 audio-small, 14 audio-visual-incongruent, 14 audio-visualcongruent, 14 audio-visual-haptic- incongruent, and 14 audio-visual-haptic-congruent trials.
Adults retained, on average, 22 audio-big, 24 audio-small, 24 audio-visual-incongruent, 24
audio-visual-congruent, 23 audio- visual-haptic-incongruent and 23 audio-visual-hapticcongruent trials.
Individual artifact-free trials were combined to individual averages for each condition,
upon which grand-average waveforms for each condition were computed, including all
participants in both age groups. Difference waves based on the congruency of the stimuli were
calculated for each multisensory condition and each individual by subtracting responses to
congruent stimuli from responses to incongruent stimuli. Only the size information of the
modality of interest (e.g. haptic) differed between the congruent and incongruent condition.

Grand averages of the difference waves were computed for both the adult and children group.
As we used three different modes of stimulus presentation (audio, audio + visual, and audio +
visual + active touch) we could not directly compare between these conditions. This is because
the three conditions differ in the amount of muscle movement (noise). In order to allow for a
comparison between these conditions, we made use of the sensory congruency effect by testing
congruent vs incongruent stimulus pairs, and then looked at these congruency effects in the
three conditions. As the amount of movement was different between the A, AV, AVH
conditions, but not between congruent and incongruent stimulus pairs within each of these
conditions, we were able to compare whether the neural response to the congruency between
the two stimuli differs when touch is available (AVH), compared to when is not available
(AV).
The difference waves reported here indicate the subtracted potential of incongruent
from congruent responses. Basically, what this allows us to do is to subtract the activity from
other processes that are similar between congruent/incongruent conditions (e.g. noise due to
arm movements/motor planning activity in AVH), and hence are not related to perceiving the
object’s size based on congruent multisensory information. For direct comparison between
similar conditions (that only vary by one factor, in our case congruency), difference waves
calculation is recommended (Kappenman & Luck, 2016).
In order to identify the temporal onset of processing differences, time windows that
showed significantly different responses between congruent and incongruent information
processing were defined. For that purpose, the difference potentials were segmented into 163
discrete time points across the whole duration of the segment from -50ms to 600ms. For each
time point a paired comparison (paired t-test) of the difference wave amplitude and 0 was
conducted. In order to control for an inflation of alpha error, we estimated the sequence length
that was necessary to indicate significant deviations from 0. That is, deviations from 0 would
only be deemed significant if a sequence of twelve or more consecutive time points (~46ms)
would yield statistically significant results (see Guthrie & Buchwald, 1991). This method is an
alternative to a traditional correction for multiple comparisons and has been developed by
Guthrie and Buchwald (1991) for difference potentials analysis (the analysis used here). Alpha
inflation is taken into account by not accepting every significant test result, unless 12 or more
significant results occur in a row. As the probability of finding 12 consecutive significant ttest results is low (for 160 time points/testes), we only consider a signal significant once it

exceeds 12 consecutive significant t-test results. The amount of consecutive time points (i.e.
12 in our case) depends on the amount of comparisons made per difference waves (i.e. how
many p- values are compared), autocorrelation in the data, and the number of subjects. We
calculated the amount of consecutive time points for both adults and children separately. This
method has been used by previous multisensory studies (e.g. Stekelenburg & Vroomen, 2007;
Butler et al., 2012). Please see supplemental material for a component-based analysis of the
data.
We focused on mid-parietal channels based on previous findings showing alterations
in early-latency signals between simultaneous auditory-somatosensory responses and summed
unisensory responses at midline and central/post-central scalp regions (Brett-Green et al.,
2008; Foxe et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2005). Furthermore, several multisensory ERP studies
have shown consistent developmental differences in the parietal region (Brandwein et al.,
2011; Johannsen & Röder, 2014). The EEG, however, was recorded with standard nets that
contained 128 electrodes. The high density of electrodes has several advantages that were
exploited in the current analysis. First, all electrodes were used for the analysis to calculate the
average reference. This is the closest possible approximation to a reference-free recording
(Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006). Second, each position in the 10-20 system is covered by several
electrodes so that an average signal can be calculated that is less influenced by noise that may
affect individual electrodes. Further, the high-density of electrodes provides better spatial
information about the topography of the ERP. The main statistical comparison focused on
channel regions that were indicated based on previous studies. The other electrodes were not
excluded but were not of primary interest for the analysis.
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